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ABSTRACT
Modeling acoustic conditions in an oceanic environment is a multiple-step process. The environ-
mental conditions (features) in the area first must be measured or estimated; relevant features include
seabed geometry, seabed composition, and four-dimensionally (4D) variable sound-speed and den-
sity variations related to evolving or wave motions. Often the dynamical wave modeling depends on
first obtaining correct seabed and mean stratification conditions (for example, nonlinear internal wave
modeling). Next, this information must be included in sound propagation modeling. A selection of the
many methods and tools available for these tasks are described, with a focus on modeling sounds of 20
to 1000 Hz propagating through water-column features that are time-dependent and variable in three
dimensions (i.e., 4D variable). An example of a 3D parabolic equation acoustic calculation shows how
variability caused by evolving internal tidal waves affects sound propagation. Different propagation
and scattering regimes are discussed, including the theoretically delineated weak scattering and strong
scattering regimes, as well as the empirically examined regime found in nonlinear internal waves.
The histories and the current state of our oceanographic knowledge (the input to acoustic modeling)
and of our ability to effectively model complex acoustic conditions are discussed. Example acoustic
simulation applications are also discussed; these are ocean acoustic tomography, coherence predic-
tion, and signal-to-noise ratio prediction. Types of ocean models and acoustic models and how they
are interfaced are also examined. These include deterministic, statistical analytic feature models.
Keywords: Acoustic coherence, acoustic statistics, dynamical ocean modeling, internal tides, non-
linear internal waves, ocean acoustic modeling, parabolic equation, seabed interacting sound.
1. Introduction
Practical application of data-constrained, geophysical dynamical models is straightfor-
ward: for processes occurring in a volume, the best knowledge of conditions within the
volume will yield the best process forecast. Underwater acoustics is one such process that is
of major interest to many technical communities, Underwater acoustics is a primary naval
technology; marine mammals use sound, are impacted by changes to the sonic environ-
ment, and can be located and studied via their vocalizations. Industrial marine technologies
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such as transportation, fossil fuel extraction, mining, and power generation emit sound
whose impacts can be better understood by model-based forecasting. Ocean processes can
be studied with sound, passively in the case of measurement of sounds from storms, rain,
earthquakes, and polar ice features, and actively in ocean acoustic tomography and ther-
mometry. Underwater acoustic forecasting and prediction in support of these activities and
basic research are obvious candidates for application of ocean dynamical models of types
covered in this book. This is because time-varying oceanic thermal and salinity gradients
can have fundamental effects on sound (Robinson and Lee 1994; Brekhovskikh and Lysanov
2001). Such acoustic modeling shares a need for accurate dynamical forecasts with other
applications, including prediction of harmful algal blooms (Anderson et al. 2012), reverse
integration of oceanic drift paths of aircraft debris to estimate a crash site, oil spill dispersal
modeling, and use of modeled atmospheric or ocean flow models to optimally route aircraft
or ships. Each of these dynamical model predictive applications places specific constraints
on what constitutes an effective dynamical model. The objectives can be met when accurate
and inclusive models are used, but employing inaccurate models or models with inadequate
resolution may be fruitless or even detrimental.
The concept behind linking environmental models and acoustics is simple: for effective
research or skillful operational forecasting, use the best possible models to compute acoustic
fields given environmental information, and use the best models to provide that information.
However, the simplicity of the concept belies the challenging nature of the work. This review
cannot address completely the complexities of ocean acoustic modeling and prediction.
Instead, the major underlying principles are described, with illustrative examples and a few
applications.
Here, basic concepts regarding transmission of sound at 20 to 1000 Hz through the ocean
are presented. Sound at these frequencies is not strongly absorbed by seawater. Further, it
shows complicated long-range and/or bottom-interacting propagation behavior that differs
from the simpler behavior of some familiar acoustic applications, such as echo sounders
for bathymetric measurement or water-column scattering studies, acoustic Doppler current
profilers, and inverted echo sounders. Those familiar applications are somewhat insensitive
to some detail of the propagation medium. They typically treat sound propagation paths as
straight (or nearly so), and mainly benefit from knowledge of local sound-speed conditions
for accurate conversion of wave travel time to distance.
In the following sections, the four-dimensionally (4D) variable ocean environment is
discussed and a computational acoustic example presented. The intuitive idea that better
ocean knowledge allows for better understanding of acoustic conditions is then explored.
Some specific acoustic behaviors in ocean features are then examined for the purpose
of illustrating which ocean factors must be correctly known (modeled). Various methods
used to capture this knowledge for acoustic modeling are examined. These include both
deterministic and stochastic modeling of ocean features and acoustic properties. (Even
stochastic models of acoustic properties, such as phase variance, which can optionally
use stochastic ocean models, need quality information about the background within which
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the stochastic ocean processes are embedded.) Potential future improvements to coupled
dynamical and acoustic models that would allow that pairing to better capture the essence
of time-evolving acoustic behavior are also briefly mentioned throughout the text.
2. Simulating the four-dimensional underwater sound propagation environment
a. Equations and approximations
The sound field at a place and time is described by pressure and velocity of traveling or
evanescent waves. For narrowband sound, the field to be modeled is described by pressure
amplitude and phase, which are both of interest. For example, adequate amplitude and
stability (temporal coherence) of phase are key to source detection and tracking. The spatial
coherences of these are also of interest because they may affect array signal processing
performance. For wider band systems, such as for acoustic communication or tomography,
waveform (impulse response) predictions—for example, for providing multipath stability
predictions—can supply key information.
Undersea sound propagation is somewhat paradoxical. One linear governing pressure-
wave equation describes the physical behavior in the water column with a high degree of
accuracy while, at the same time, the relevant conditions in an ocean volume of acoustic
interest can have unlimited complexity. The apparent simplicity suggested by the single
equation is only superficial, owing to the intricacy and uncertainty of two things: the geo-
metrical water domain in which the equation is applied, and the spatiotemporal structure of
the in-water sound-speed coefficient. The wave equation stems from the equation for sound
pressure (p) in a medium with current (U) and density (ρ0),
(∂/∂t + U ·∇)2p = c2ρ0∇(ρ0−1∇p)
(Colosi, 2016). This calculation reduces to the familiar governing wave equation if the
current and the density gradient are each set to zero,
∂2p(x,y,z,t)
∂t2
= c2(x,y,z,t)∇2p(x,y,z,t)
Density gradients contribute greatly to backscatter but are typically ignored in propagation
studies. The effect of current on sound propagation has been analyzed in few studies typically
involving sound travel time from point to point, but is often not considered. The multi-
dimensional structure of the sound speed c(x,y,z,t) creates solutions of notable complexity
for even a single known source of sound, let alone for a collection of sources, with either
known or partially known properties. The wave equation reduces to the Helmholtz equation
for a harmonic signal of angular frequency ω, i.e., for the case p = p0 exp(−iωt). In many
instances, three-dimensional (3D) solutions are necessary due to seafloor interaction (Finette
et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2015) or to strong lateral gradients of c (Finette et al 2007; Lynch
et al. 2010; Duda et al. 2011a, b) so that the modeling of sound from individual sources and
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the modeling of noise (meant to characterize sound from numerous, imprecisely localized
sources), can be computationally intensive and subject to large uncertainties.
The sound speed in water is generally treated with a high degree of accuracy as a real-
valued quantity that is independent of ω, but depends in a known manner on temperature,
salinity and pressure (Del Grosso 1974; Dushaw et al. 1993). (Effects from temperature
fluctuations usually dominate over those of salinity fluctuations, except of course in unique,
near-isothermal salt-stratified regions such as at high latitude.) With this treatment, attenu-
ation of high-frequency sound that is strongly absorbed in seawater can be handled with a
simple method: multiplication by an along-path, integrated, frequency-dependent absorp-
tion rate that also depends on temperature, salinity, pH, and pressure (Francois and Garrison
1982; Brewer et al. 1995). Absorption also can be treated by generalizing c to be a complex
number, equivalent to a complex wavenumber k = ω/c, where the fractional absorption
per unit of meter distance is governed by the imaginary component of the wavenumber in
a straightforward manner.
The frozen-field approximation is used for most ocean acoustic modeling. A notable
exception is modeling of sound reflecting from the moving ocean surface, a process that
leads to detectable Doppler shifting (Deane et al. 2012), although examples of this imple-
mentation are uncommon in the literature. I refer here to time-stepped, frozen-field modeling
of underwater sound as 3.5D simulation. Because sound moves at about 1.5 km/s in the
ocean, pulsed sound traveling hundreds of kilometers could, in principle, be modeled by
updating the medium conditions over the excursion time of hundreds of seconds as the sound
moves away from the source. But most dynamical models covering hundreds of kilometers
are not intended to faithfully simulate the details of processes that alter the ocean much over
a few hundred seconds. Thus, modeling sound in a moving ocean with current-era models
is not compelling.
Further complexity arises from the nature of the seabed. Sound energy in the water
(where it is most commonly sensed in oceanic or estuarine applications, and emitted in
active systems) can strongly interact with the seabed by reflecting from it or by penetrating
into it and then radiating back into the water. The ramifications, in the water column,
of the effective reflection and penetration and of surface and bubble-cloud interactions,
are frequency-dependent and are the subject of many decades of research, too detailed to
cover here. The elastic or poro-elastic nature of the seabed is often disregarded in ocean
sound propagation models, and a dense fluid intended to mimic the true medium is often
substituted, allowing use of the wave (or Helmholtz) equation. This substitution can be
inadequate to model some significant effects in some situations, and is remedied by solving
a more complete set of equations for the sound-related motions in the coupled water–seabed
system (Yamamoto 1983; Collins 1991; Collins et al. 1995, 1997; Collis et al. 2008).
The fluid seabed model is adopted here for discussions and illustrations that emphasize
the variability and time-evolution of the aqueous ocean. The fluid seabed model is fairly
conventional (see, for example, Yevick and Thomson 1997, who discuss the treatment of the
density discontinuity at the interface of water and [denser] fluid seabed). The methods for
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modeling the complete physics, which allow waves enabled by a non-zero shear modulus
in the seabed, use the wave equation for pressure in the water column and match solutions
at the seabed interface, so that there is no loss of generality of the material here because the
ocean dynamics discussions apply to both situations (fluid or elastic seabed).
b. Methodologies
Typical scenarios of sound propagation from one underwater point (the “source”) to
another (the “receiver”) differ significantly from many familiar radiating wave applications,
such as airborne radar or light (electromagnetic radiation). Refraction in the vertical plane
can be very strong, and often it is the dominant kinematic wave effect. This strong refraction
is one reason that ocean acoustics is frequently examined in a two-dimensional (2D) manner,
in vertical [r, z] planes extending outward from the geographic location of a point source.
Slight azimuthal dependence of the environment is handled by allowing conditions to vary
from plane to plane, the so-called N×2D modeling (see, for example, Kuperman et al. 1991).
In this approximation, azimuthal energy flux is zero. This is fine for many applications, but
there are many instances where this approach gives notably incorrect results, as illustrated
in many papers (e.g., Oba and Finette 2002; Badiey et al. 2005; Lynch et al. 2010).
Fully 3D propagation methods, which allow sound to laterally refract away from the
radials of N×2D models, are needed for accurate modeling in those situations. It must be
emphasized that with accurate knowledge of the sound speed in any 3D ocean volume,
2D modeling can be done with a choice of established codes. Fewer implementations are
available for 3D, among them parabolic equation (PE) one-way codes (Lin et al. 2013a;
Heaney and Campbell 2016), coupled normal mode codes (Shmelev et al. 2014; Ballard et al.
2015), adiabatic (uncoupled) normal mode codes, and ray-based models such as Gaussian
beams.
One specific application of the point-to-point analysis is ocean acoustic tomography
(Munk et al., 1995), discussed further in Section 6. In the most developed version of
this technology, sound travel time between distant points is used to map sound speed
or temperature in a 3D volume over time, using sound transmitted from many sources
to many receivers, as in medical tomography. For it to succeed, the paths that the sound
takes must be known and the travel time carefully measured. Sometimes normal-mode
travel times are used (horizontally refracting or straight paths), but usually rays refracting
in a vertical plane are used. Single-path or few-path variants of this method use reduced
amounts of equipment and target conditions along transects (in vertical planes) rather than
volumes.
Full-field models can be used to model p(x,y,z,t), needed as a starting point in linear
inversion, but studies show that it is not necessary for tomography, with pulse travel-time
analyzed in lieu of the full acoustic field. (The full field may be considered while estimating
the travel-time and travel-time uncertainty (Flatté et al. 1979; Munk et al. 1995; Colosi
2016), but the travel times are used for oceanographic analysis and inversion.)
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c. Propagation regimes and scattering regimes
Sound in the temperate deep ocean can be trapped in the sound channel, which means that
sound from deep sources can go long distances without encountering the seabed and surface.
This most basic of propagation regimes, covered in the trio of books already cited (Flatté
et al. 1979; Munk et al. 1995; Colosi 2016) is attractive to scientists for exploitation such
as through tomography, but other marine acoustic operations do not have the flexibility to
work around the boundary interactions and cannot use time averaging to reduce the impact
of short-period internal waves (as tomography does) that impart a fluctuating nature to the
sound.
In a typical stratified, shallow-water situation, fluctuating concave-downward sound-ray
refraction, caused by warm upper-layer water with faster sound speed than underlying
water, leads to repeated interaction with a complex seafloor. This, in turn, can lead to
strong time-dependent sound fluctuations if evolving structures in the water column strongly
perturb the seabed interactions, for example, structures found in nonlinear internal waves
(Zhou et al. 1991; Preisig and Duda 1997; Duda and Preisig 1999; Oba and Finette 2002).
(In that situation, knowing seafloor properties is as critical as knowing the nature of the
refraction within the water if a fully quantitative result is desired, but here behavior of the
water column is emphasized). Simultaneous fluctuating refraction in both the vertical and
horizontal planes by nonlinear internal gravity waves (Apel et al. 2007) also can lead to
temporally and spatially dependent attenuation, focusing, and multipath (Badiey et al. 2005;
Lynch et al. 2010; Badiey et al. 2011; Duda et al. 2011a, 2012). These studies show that
such waves can cause rapid and dramatic changes to sound fields in the ocean as the internal
waves themselves propagate and evolve.
Many acoustical effects depend on frequency, and the detail required in a model can
depend on the sound frequency band of interest. Not all frequencies travel far enough to
benefit from detailed ocean state prediction. The salts in ocean water attenuate sound; the
absorption coefficient essentially rises with the square of the frequency ω (Francois and
Garrison, 1982). The net result is that sound capable of propagating more than a few tens
of kilometers is limited to below about 15 kHz. This band corresponds to wavelengths
λ = 2πk−1 = 2πcω−1 greater than 10 cm (ocean sound speed varies over a range of about
± 2% from a nominal value of c0 = 1500 m/s). Sound propagation modeling that considers
ocean and seabed variability is most often carried out for frequencies of 50 to 3000 Hz, or
30 m > λ > 0.5 m.
As with most forward-scattering scenarios (i.e., propagation through random media sce-
narios), one can separate strong-scattering and weak-scattering problems. For weak scat-
tering, where the intensity (squared amplitude) variance is less than 0.4 times the mean
intensity squared (scintillation index < 0.4), the Born approximation holds and the rela-
tionship between the scales of the sound-speed perturbations and the resulting scattered
field is defined (e.g., Duda et al. 1988; Di Iorio and Farmer 1994) and can be exploited for
measurement or data inversion purposes (Xu and Di Iorio 2011). This corresponds to the
unsaturated fluctuation regime (Flatté et al. 1979; Colosi 2016). The Born approximation
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means that the incident field at all points from which the scattered field is computed is
unchanged from the case of a uniform medium with no scattering (single scatter). On the
other hand, under strong scattering sound can be drastically redirected, with the incident
field significantly altered. Recent analysis of many ocean propagation scenarios tells us
that strong scattering is expected in many situations, particularly for sound passing through
strong nonlinear internal wave packets in shallow water (Badiey et al. 2005, 2011, 2013;
Lynch et al. 2010; Duda et al. 2011a, 2012). A few images of fields undergoing strong
scattering appear in Section 4. On the other hand, 3.5D propagation modeling of sound
moving through internal tides (no short nonlinear waves) can show extended regions of
weak scattering (Duda et al. 2013).
For weak scattering, to first order, waves propagating a distance L are sensitive, near
the middle of the propagation path, to refractive-index structures near the Fresnel zone
scale length RF = (λL)1/2 (Flatté et al. 1979; Farmer et al. 1987, Padmanabhan 2001),
although this is only a guideline in strongly inhomogeneous media like the ocean (Rypina
and Brown 2007). For the low-frequency band stated above, scales range from RF = 31
m (for 3 kHz at 2 km) to RF = 1300 m (for 50 Hz at 35 km). Weak-scattering models
are usually spectral models, and statistical homogeneity of the heterogeneous medium is
assumed and exploited. Of course, one can have weak scattering from a medium with
variations of spatially-dependent statistics or time-dependent statistics, so really there are
at least four combinations of strong or weak scattering and homogeneous or inhomogeneous
statistics. For strong scattering, important patterns of sound focusing and shadowing (no
sound) can develop from features of scales other than RF . Notably, sound-speed-altering
ocean phenomena such as waves passing between a source and receiver, or over a source
(a special case of the above), have a variety of effects (Lin et al. 2009; Lynch et al. 2010;
Duda et al. 2011a).
d. Propagation simulation in the 4D-variable environment
Ocean waves, ocean circulation (advection), and water mass evolution via mixing and
boundary fluxes cause sound-speed fluctuations at scales larger than the acoustic wavelength
and are the main drivers of acoustic fluctuations. The theory has been upheld by many of
the aforementioned 2D, N×2D, and 3D simulations of sound propagation, and verified
by measurements. A good example of propagation simulation thorough a complex ocean
environment is available (Lermusiaux et al. 2010). These studies show slices through 4D-
variable sound-speed structures obtained from a data-driven ocean model, plus line drawings
and histograms of sound level computed at points and along transects. Another example
(Colin et al. 2013) also models sound using conditions obtained from an ocean model, and
concentrates on time-dependence of the sound field along a single acoustic propagation
path.
Lermusiaux et al. (2010) and Colin et al. (2013) use the most recent technology, sim-
ulating sound through environments computed with data-driven (data assimilating) ocean
dynamical models (with one exception: they do not use 3D acoustic modeling). Stepping
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back from this level of complexity, which requires good data in four dimensions, other
methods allow rudimentary propagation simulation and prediction. Geological databases
and models, ocean circulation databases (atlases), and locally dense measurements also
allow simulation, perhaps not of detailed sound fields but instead the statistics and the mean
behavior of these effects. Using ocean dynamical model fields can improve these statis-
tical predictions, but also may allow prediction of specific transient effects (deterministic
prediction). However, making improvements to acoustic system performance prediction
poses a strong challenge to ocean modeling capabilities. The reasons include incomplete
dynamics in models (such as the absence of explicit, double-diffusive influences on intru-
sions known to affect sound (Colosi et al. 2012a; Duda and Sellers 2016)), insufficient
resolution of the dynamical models, and insufficient data to constrain data-driven models in
the absence of special regional focus. Data-constrained modeling is now routine (Edwards
et al. 2015). However, most models barely resolve, incorrectly model, or exclude many
features that have been shown to strongly influence sound propagation (see next section).
These are internal tides, frontal features, bottom-boundary layer conditions, internal bores,
and steep nonlinear internal waves (the last two factors feature nonhydrostatic pressure).
Much recent research has demonstrated the strong acoustic effects of these processes, so
the fact that they are currently beyond routine dynamical modeling present (challenging)
opportunities for improvement. Note that both acoustic signal and noise modeling are
covered implicitly in this discussion, because noise can be treated as an assemblage of
signals.
3. Illustrative example: sound in internal tidal waves
Sound behavior in 4D-variable mesoscale ocean structures can be modeled with data-
driven methods given adequate data (Lermusiaux et al. 2010; Edwards et al. 2015), but
gravity-wave features that affect sound are more difficult to capture accurately with dynam-
ical models. It is safe to say that all sound is influenced by internal waves, just as all undersea
sound is influenced by local mesoscale conditions. Additionally, for deep-ocean propaga-
tion the sensitivity of the sound field (when broken into ray components) to perturbations
from internal waves is variable with respect to location and depth because of ray geome-
tries imparted by background (mesoscale-variable) stratification (Beron-Vera and Brown
2003). A subset of the complete spectrum of internal waves can be simulated with dynam-
ical models that include tide-generating forces (best for large domains or the globe) or are
forced by barotropic tidal signals at the boundaries. These can be executed in a data-driven
mode (Lermusiaux et al. 2010) or in a mode with tidal forcing only (Ponte and Cornuelle
2013).
Example internal-wave perturbed acoustic fields that were computed using sound-speed
fields taken from Southern California Bight simulations (Ponte and Cornuelle, 2013) are
shown in Figures 1–3. Three-dimensional sound at 100 Hz is simulated using a Cartesian 3D
split-step Fourier code (Lin et al. 2013a) within a volume of synthetic ocean environment
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Figure 1. Simulated 100-Hz sound level is shown in decibels (dB; with an arbitrary offset) for two
horizontal planes (at 100 and 250 m depths) and at two different times, i.e., 6 hours apart. The
source location (50 m depth at the x, y origin) is west of Point Loma (San Diego, CA) by about
25 km; the x direction is northwest. The Coronado Escarpment and the deep San Diego Trough
are at the top of the boxes. Depth contours are shown, 200- to 1200-m depths, 100-m interval; the
500-m contour is thicker. The dB levels have been adjusted as a function of range to account for
cylindrical spreading.
Figure 2. Data from the lower panel of Figure 1 are drawn for a pair of 2 × 4-km regions. The contour
interval is three decibels (dbs). The color scale differs from that of Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The differences of the fields (dB) of Figure 1 are shown for 100-m depth (top) and 250-m
depth (bottom). Inside the shallowest (200-m) contour enclosing the area 0 < y < 4 and 0 < x < 8
km, the 250-m depth sound is in the attenuating seabed and is very low level (see Fig. 1). There
are kilometer-wide regions (or larger) where the sound level has changed dramatically in the 6-h
interval with uniform sign, with changes occurring over the majority of the domain.
that develops from a layered starting condition by the action of the barotropic tidal boundary
conditions. Figure 1 shows the intensity of sound at two times in two horizontal planes six
hours apart. The ocean conditions differ considerably between the two simulations by the
action of internal tides. The major patterns of sound may appear unchanged to the eye
over time if the entire domain is casually examined, but the patterns are actually quite
variable. Figure 2 shows expanded-scale views of the data of Figure 1, highlighting the
strong differences.
In the 250-m depth-expanded plots (Fig. 2), there is visible movement in the x direction
of loud (high dB-level) regions that roughly follow lines in the y direction. Along the
y-directed high-level lines are short-scale patterns created by the interference of sound
that is horizontally redirected by reflection from an escarpment and direct-path sound,
a true 3D-propagation feature not included in N×2D modeling. (Details concerning the
acoustic domain location and the reflection effect can be found in Duda et al. 2013.) Due
in part to interference such as this, the data in Figure 2 are consistent with strong spatial
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variability of the correlation scale of the sound field (Duda et al. 2012, 2013), which has
implications for sensing array performance (Finette and Oba 2003; Duda et al. 2012).
Figure 3 shows the differences between the two fields at each level as seen in Figure 1.
(Decibel differences are equivalent to ratios of power.) The images show power difference
features over a broad range of scale lengths. Sometimes range-averaging algorithms are
applied to fields, such as in Figures 1 and 2, to give results that are representative of what
one would expect for a broadband acoustic signal (Harrison and Harrison 1995). Acoustic
systems with broadfrequency bandwidth will show variation in the field spatial structure
over the band, a fact that must be taken into account. A wide band of frequencies can be
modeled and added coherently to achieve the desired is commonly used, is correct result,
whereas the simpler range averaging (or depth averaging) approximates the desired result.
The internal tidal sound-speed anomalies (departures from a time-independent reference
state) in this example have horizontal scale lengths of tens of kilometers, which are similar in
scale to mesoscale-induced anomalies. The magnitude of the sound, field changes seen in the
figures arguably also represents of what one may expect from an evolving mesoscale field,
although sharp frontal boundaries and their associated submesoscale flow features might
induce stronger sound-field effects, and mesoscale features alone would induce sound-field
effects that evolve more slowly.
4. Origins through current practice: knowing the ocean
Recent advances in underwater sound propagation research mean that we are now ocean-
state data-starved when it comes to our ability to predict how sound will behave in specific
environments. The state of the water column is the subject here, but effects that are dependent
on seabed properties are also important, and seabed conditions must be kept in mind in
any acoustic modeling exercise. In addition to bathymetric uncertainty, there is a lack of
knowledge, for many locations, of sub-bottom acoustic parameters that exert first-order
control on sound propagation. For instance, seabed reflection behavior (amplitude and
phase) are governed by conditions at and below the interface (Frisk 1994). Efforts to know
seabed parameters are ongoing.
In the mid twentieth century, the newly invented bathythermograph, coupled with ray-
based (geometric optics regime) sound propagation models within vertical planes, allowed
useful naval forecasting of sonar system performance. The propagation modeling was simple
but powerful, and did not require 4D data, as it could not be used effectively. One might
say that the acoustic modeling and the knowledge of the environment were well matched,
although primitive by today’s standards. Development of practical, full-wave computational
propagation models late in the twentieth century (Robinson and Lee 1994; Jensen et al. 2011)
allowed automated, reliable approaches to modeling sound in vertical planes, with a typical
geometry consisting of radial planes meeting at an emitting source (N×2D approximation).
This innovation produced a demand for ocean data. Data collection systems (e.g., Davis
et al. 1992; Greenslade et al. 1997; Le Traon and Dibarboure 1999) and ocean modeling
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Figure 4. (a) Sound emitted from a 100-Hz source on the “outside” of a curved internal wave packet
is plotted. Depth-integrated sound intensity is shown. The packet (two waves of depression, 40-km
radius of curvature, shown by the white lines) causes a complicated reflection, shadowing, and
weak ducting pattern. (b) Sound intensity in the y = 0 vertical slice, shown by the black line in
(a), is plotted. (Decibel units are relative to source level unity. Reproduced from Lynch et al., 2010
with permission.)
methods (e.g., Marshall et al. 1997; Haidvogel et al. 2000) also advanced at that time. Yet
in spite of these improvements, data assimilation was still being perfected (Robinson et al.
1998) and data were still sparse, and at this point the acoustic modeling capability surpassed
environmental knowledge.
If the deep ocean is considered, there is now a good match between ocean knowledge and
acoustic modeling, because N×2D modeling is sufficient, mesoscale fields can be incor-
porated from models, and small-scale internal wave effects can be computed statistically
(Colosi 2016). However, N×2D modeling is not sufficient in areas where sound interacts
with complex bathymetry, where water-mass boundaries such as tidal mixing fronts occur,
and where strong nonlinear internal waves create intense lateral gradients of sound speed.
Mostly, these are shallow-water areas. Figures 4 and 5 show some dramatic acoustic effects
of realistically scaled internal waves in shallow water, with very strong localized focusing or
shadowing of sound that would be uniform in the absence of internal waves in the ensonified
area.
Currently, 3.5D full-wave propagation models, such as the one used in the previ-
ous section, are being refined to better model sound in environments where those fea-
tures produce the so-called out-of-plane effects. (Note that a few good 3D studies
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Figure 5. Simulation results similar to those of Figure 4 are shown. The 100-Hz sound emitter is now
in the “inside” of the curved wave packet, which has a 200-km radius of curvature. (a) A plan view
of depth-averaged intensity is shown. Whispering gallery and shadowing effects are mainly seen.
(b) Vertical slice of sound intensity along y = 0. Mode one only weakly penetrates the duct, as
seen at the right in (b). (Decibel units are relative to source level unity. Reproduced from Lynch
et al., 2010 with permission.)
were made in the N×2D era.). Hence, 4D-variable environmental input fields, if avail-
able, could be exploited in acoustic models. Because the contemporary ocean modeling
and prediction capability is data-starved, as are most oceanographic endeavors, lever-
aging data with sparse sampling in space and time by infilling with data-constrained
(data-assimilating (DA)) dynamical modeling (or state-space estimation) is a reason-
able approach for efficiently building reliable 4D fields (Robinson et al. 1998; Edwards
et al. 2015). Although this method is progressing for features that are resolved by
the models, it is not yet possible for small-scale ocean features of first-order acoustic
importance.
Lately, better measurement systems and evolving strategies have yielded many insights
about the acoustic role of relatively small-scale submesoscale features and processes in the
sea, such as the waves of Figures 4 and 5. Features evident in vertical plane dissections would
be sharp fronts, thermohaline intrusions, and internal-wave displacements. Features evident
in plan view would be fronts (again), filaments, eddies, and internal waves (again). Each of
these features can have major impact on where sound energy goes in the ocean. Modeling
them all faithfully in data-assimilating dynamical models would be a powerful capability,
but is not reasonable at this time from the standpoints of computation and data collection. In
particular, small-scale features exhibiting nonhydrostatic-pressure dynamics (Lamb 1994)
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and spatially-dependent or double-diffusive, subgrid-scale mixing are not currently included
in DA models, although front predictability has received some recent attention (Jacobs et al.
2014). A reasonable alternative to full DA modeling of coastal nonlinear internal waves
would the development of a prediction capability for key parameters, for example, peak
amplitude, position, propagation direction, and quantity of waves in wave packets. Efforts
are underway to augment data-constrained regional models by nesting internal-wave models
and frontal-resolving models inside them for just this purpose (Duda et al. 2014a, b). This
innovation may enable a meaningful internal-wave prediction–then acoustic prediction–
capability.
5. Deterministic, statistical, and analytic feature models
The preceding sections suggest that, given sufficient knowledge of the 4D ocean envi-
ronment, tools are available to model sound propagation with enough accuracy to obtain
useful information. The acoustic effects of large-scale features are approachable using
data-constrained deterministic ocean modeling and deterministic acoustic modeling (see
example in Section 3, although it did not incorporate ocean data), but such modeling
would be insufficient for those features at the smallest scales. A supplemental approach
to deterministic modeling is to employ statistical models for the small-scale ocean features,
from which acoustic field statistics can be derived. Some deterministic, statistical, and ana-
lytic methodologies for joint dynamical and acoustical modeling are summarized in a list
below.
Before moving to the list of linked dynamical and acoustical model methods, dynamical
ocean modeling is considered. The most comprehensive (but data-hungry) method for deter-
ministic ocean modeling is DA dynamical modeling. The advantage of this method is that it
allows the optimal use of all available data. Shortfalls in quantity and quality of data present
fundamental limitations in any implementation. More generally, the (typical) hydrostatic-
pressure assumption, required for reasonable computing speed, disallows internal tidal bores
and energetic, short internal waves. Resolution limits and lack of double-diffusive mixing
may inhibit accuracy of water-mass front predictions. Understanding and working around
these limits of modern DA models is at the forefront of predictive ocean acoustics, for
example, in cataloging uncertainty (Lermusiaux et al. 2010). Note that methods to infill
DA-modeled areas with nonhydrostatic internal waves are currently being examined for
accuracy (Duda et al. 2014b).
a. Deterministic ocean model linked to deterministic acoustics model
In an environment where acoustic field features are largely determined by ocean features
resolved by dynamical models (DA or otherwise), one can simply use the c(x,y,z,t) field
of a model for an acoustic computation. Computations can be 2D (vertical slice), 3D, or
3.5D. The results can be used to study coupling of specific acoustic and ocean features and
to map acoustic energy within the computational domain. They can also be used to extract
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statistics such as spatial coherence and principal components of the 4D variable field, to be
input to statistical models.
b. Deterministic ocean model linked to statistical acoustics model
The statistics of acoustic fields can be obtained by the approach described above, but some
sound field statistics can be computed from the statistics of the environment, i.e., by treating
the small details of the environment stochastically (Flatté et al. 1979; Colosi 2016). Example
sound statistics are intensity and phase variances, and field correlation scales. The necessary
statistics of the environment can be obtained by analyzing output of dynamical models, and
may include RMS sound-speed variations, correlation scales of those variations, or mode
coupling matrices (Colosi and Morozov 2009; Colosi et al. 2012b, 2013; Raghukumar and
Colosi 2014). One aspect of this approach is that one can treat the ocean as non-stationary
and examine the evolution of statistical quantities. However, this approach has not been
used as often as method #3, below.
c. Statistical ocean model and statistical acoustics model
Some ocean phenomena can be reasonably well described by empirical statistical mod-
els derived from data, such as deep-ocean internal waves (Levine 2002). Ensembles of
dynamical ocean models that are properly formulated for specific dynamical processes can
also be used to define the statistics of those processes. Statistics of the acoustic field can
be computed and then examined by feeding the ocean statistics (model- or data-derived)
into statistical acoustic models (Flatté et al. 1979; Colosi and Morozov 2009; Colosi et al.
2012b, 2013; Gong et al. 2013; White et al. 2013; Raghukumar and Colosi 2014; Rouseff
and Lunkov 2015; Colosi 2016).
d. Statistical ocean model and deterministic acoustics model
Ensembles of deterministic acoustic simulations can be made with dynamical ensemble
members, yielding statistics. It is also possible to examine sound propagation behavior in
specific ocean structures, but at this time this action is done more often with the method
described in #5.
e. Analytic feature model and acoustics model
For process studies and rough-estimate modeling, analytic descriptions of ocean dynam-
ical features may suffice and may be better suited to process studies, for example, a study
relating parameterized front curvature to sound focusing. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate fields
used in process studies of sound in isolated strong internal waves. Process studies, show-
ing interesting results regarding the structure of ducted and redirected sound energy, are
numerous (Badiey et al. 2011; McMahon et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2013b).
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6. Model-based acoustic simulation in practice
Although meaningful deterministic predictive modeling of sound in the actual conditions
of the 4D-variable ocean may be beyond the current state of the art in regions with important
submesoscale features (see Section 4), there are many scenarios in which models are capable
of providing useful input for ocean acoustic predictions. Here are four well-established
protocols showing modeled sound-speed fields used in acoustic predictions.
1. Ocean acoustic tomography (OAT) and ocean climate thermometry (OCT) signal
prediction
2. Random fluctuation prediction for OAT and OCT (noise component of signal)
3. Signal-to-noise ratio prediction (signal and noise modeling)
4. Acoustic coherence prediction for signal processing
The first of these protocols is covered fully in the book by Munk et al. (1995), and later
papers (Dushaw et al. 2009, 2013; Dushaw, 2013). In brief, sound is transmitted between
the many elements of a horizontal array of equipment spanning tens to thousands of kilo-
meters. The arriving signals (times of multipath pulse arrivals, essentially) are used to map
the sound-speed structure in the intervening medium. Ocean acoustic tomography uses a
dense array and overlapping paths to generate a 3-D volumetric result, whereas ocean cli-
mate thermometry is less comprehensive. Thermometry may be as targeted as recording the
path-averaged sound speed along a single geodesic path (close to the path-averaged tem-
perature). Although spatially limited when compared to a tomography result, the value of
a long thermometry time series can be high. Note that in a single path the multipath arrival
times are approximated by ray trajectories in the plane-like (r,z) surface, where r is dis-
tance long the geodesic path. Ocean acoustic tomography projects have demonstrated that a
linearized inverse method of obtaining the sound-speed character from data can work well
for tomography. The linearized method depends on a good a priori model for sound-speed.
Climatology has proven to be an adequate a priori model in many cases (AMODE-MST
Group 1994; Dushaw et al. 1996); dynamical ocean models can extend the usability of the
linearized method to more challenging regions.
The tomography methodology has been used most often for long-distance propagation
at mid latitudes, where sound is ducted (with respect to depth) about the sound-speed
minimum, which is at order 1000-km depth (i.e., sound is trapped in the sound fixing and
ranging (SOFAR) channel or sound channel). The studies have shown that ray tracing in
vertical planes (an N×2D method) is adequate to define the paths over which the sound
moves, enabling inversion, shown early on by Spiesberger et al. (1980), and with great detail
in the context of a traveling-source inverse study by Dushaw et al. (1996). This ray model
can be extended to take into account the finite volumes surrounding rays to which sound
is coherently sensitive (Skarsoulis et al. 2009), a more detailed treatment than considering
sound to travel along infinitesimal rays. Ocean waveguide acoustic normal modes speeds are
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sometimes used for tomographic purposes (Heaney et al. 1991; Dushaw and Menemenlis
2014). In this procedure, ocean dynamical models (or climatological models) are used
to compute horizontal modal ray paths and modal travel times along the paths, with the
paths showing refraction from gradients in the ocean conditions. Modal tomography is thus
another procedure to use acoustic information to constrain conditions in large volumes of
ocean instantaneously and repeatedly. Note that horizontal refraction of rays or modes can be
disregarded on many situations: the references (Heaney et al. 1991; Dushaw and Menemenlis
2014) pertain to sound that travels one-half way around Earth, a special situation that must
consider horizontal refraction, and the strongly bottom-interacting effects illustrated in
Section 3 can be avoided in tomographic exercises.
Ocean acoustic tomography and OCT require filtering of signals to separate the timing
fluctuations that are caused by internal waves (noise) from the steady or slowly varying
timing anomalies that are caused by mappable mesoscale features (signal). The Garrett-
Munk spectral model of ocean internal waves has been used to model the fluctuations
(Flatté et al. 1979) for the purposes of experiment design (see Chapter 5 in Munk et al.) and
a data averaging protocol prior to inversion (Cornuelle et al. 1993).
The prediction of signal strength as a function of range, bearing, and depth with respect
to a known underwater sound source is the subject of a vast literature. This subject is often
analyzed in terms of transmission loss (TL), measured in decibels relative to the source level.
Example papers, chosen from hundreds, are Ngheim-Phu and Tappert (1985), Finette et al.
(2007), and the more recent Colin et al. (2013). The technique of modeling noise (sound
from distributed sources) can be done by adding fields from many sources (Kuperman
and Ingenito 1980; Udovydchenkov et al. 2010), Together, these enable signal-to-noise
ratio modeling and via the spatial coherences of the modeled signal and noise, they enable
modeling of coherent array processing gain (Finette and Oba 2003; Real et al. 2015).
7. Conclusion
The ocean acoustic predictive goal of knowing sound-field details in identified regions of
interest, by virtue of sufficiently knowing the ocean, is attainable to a degree that is evolving.
Methods continue to develop; many tools are in place and more are being developed. It is
reasonable to say that long-range sound propagation studies and forecasts, which by nature
include only the most robust acoustic features, benefit more from dynamical model state
predictions than do short-range studies. Sometimes a few measurements can adequately
determine the conditions in short-range studies, although sometimes not. As far as propaga-
tion simulations go, the speed of full-wave modeling (as distinguished from ray modeling)
varies inversely with frequency (in cubic fashion for 3D), so volumetric field predictions
that include aspects of temporal and spatial coherency, as well as signal strength, are most
reasonable for low frequencies. Serendipitously, sound energy at high frequency is absorbed
by seawater, so reasonably fast, long-distance propagation simulations covering 20 to 1000
Hz are often sufficient to describe the majority of energy. Interestingly, this frequency band
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is used by many marine mammals, and they may exploit the long propagation ranges. Their
hypothesized ability to form signals that counteract the complex reverberation and com-
plex, forward-scattered propagation would be notable if true. Conversely, their vocalization
and hearing may provide them a view of their environment that is shaped by the acoustic
filtering effects of the processes we investigate with linked ocean and acoustic models.
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